
    SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 
 

Safety.387/Fly Leaf/06/2017 
Fly Leaf No. 06/2017 

Attention ..... “ALL CONCERNED”   
SAG level Inquiry in to the derailments of UP 57550 AWB – HYB Passenger on 21.4.2017 at 01.42 
hours between KCP – BHLK stations of SC Division and 07607 UP NED – TPTY Holiday Special train 
at SVN station in HYB Division on 09.5.2017 at 20.17 hours at SVN station of HYB Division brought 
out the following Matters Brought to Light and Suggestions & Recommendations. Action for 
sensitising the staff needs to be initiated. 

Matters Brought to Light – 57550 Passenger derailment 
1. Rear portion of the formation which is not damaged was pulled back to KCP station by sending multi 

engines without following the instructions laid down in Para 502.2 & 1210.1 of Accident Manual. The 
laid down instructions are not known the SM/KCP, not known to the Dy.CHC/Punctuality and SCOR of 
the Division. Also, the Divisional Officers did not guide them. 

2. Role of Divisional Control – Para 402 of Accident Manual clearly spell out the role and responsibility of 
Divisional Control during accidents and unusual incidents to inform the Central Control of 
Headquarters but this rule was violated by the Dy.CHC/Punctuality and SCOR of the Division. They have 
also violated the instructions of Divisional DM Plan. 

3. Role of Central Control of Headquarters – Para 402 of Accident Manual and Para 504 of Zonal DM Plan 
clearly state the role of Central Control in disseminating the information of accidents to Officers of 
Headquarters immediately after getting the information of accident. This rule was totally violated by the 
Controller on duty at Central Control, Headquarters. Instead, they claim that as per oral instructions of 
Headquarters Operating Branch, it is the responsibility of Emergency Control. Even the Emergency 
Control in-charge on the day of incident just uploaded the accident related message through the Dongle 
message equipment which does not give any sense during night times. 

4. Gateman of Engineering LC Gate No.71/E between KCP – BHLK deposed and further confirmed during 
cross-examinations that he was not informed by SM/KCP about the dispatch of SPART/SC from BHLK 
direction into the occupied block section, in fact not even exchanged PN which is an unsafe act on the 
part of SM/KCP. 

5. SM/BHLK failed to follow the basic rule of informing the SM/KCP before dispatching a relief train in to 
the obstructed block section. Similar failure was committed by SM/KCP who failed to inform SM/BHLK 
before dispatching multi engines to pull back the rear portion of 57550 UP Passenger to KCP as per 
SCOR instructions. Both of the SMs need to be booked for RC immediately. 

6. Many witnesses such as; LP & ALP of 57550, Another ALP who was travelling in the same train and was 
proceeding on leave, Trolleyman who accompanied JE/P.Way, Trackmen, SSE/P.Way/UDGR, JE/P.Way, 
SMs/KCP & BHLK, 4 Constables on escort duty by the same train. IPF/BIDR, SIPF/BIDR, Commercial 
Inspector/BIDR, Ticket Examiner manning the SL coaches, ADMO/PRLI travelling by S-1 of the same 
train, ADMO/VKB, ACMS/CKL and Staff Nurse/SC deposed in their statements that one passenger 
sustained minor injury. After rendering first-aid at the site of accident, he was shifted to BHLK Civil 
Hospital and from there to Latur Hospital. ACMS/HU/CKL stated in his note that “the patient was seen by 
Orthopedic doctor / BHLK and suspected vertebrae compression, x-ray taken. The injured passenger 
was asked to come to Railway Hospital / LGD but he refused and instead preferred treatment in a Private 
Hospital at Latur. Hence, he was allowed to undergo treatment on his own decision.      

7. Joint observations memo prepared by the Sr. Supervisors failed to mention about the presence of 
boulders at the site of accident, though they have independently mentioned in their statements and 
answered during cross examination. 

8. Dy. Punctuality/SC did not undergo the Refresher Course in G&SR/AM/BWM at ZRTI / MLY for the last 



8-9 years. He was initially trained in 2009 and subsequently, he has not gone for RC. In regard to the 
SCOR also, it was mentioned that he did not go for RC for the last 7 years and both of them are not 
aware of their role and responsibility during accidents, keeping a log of events from the time of receipt 
of accident message, dissemination of information as per manual provisions, procedure to be adopted to 
clear the unaffected coaches / wagons from the site of accident as per Accident Manual etc., 

9. Remote operation of hooting the accident siren from the Control Office by the Controller though 
installed years back, the same did not function at the time of this derailment. Further, on enquiry, 
Electrical Department Officials have given a memo stating that the same is not functioning since 
October 2016. 

10. TSR entries of station KCP and BHLK were checked and found that the SMs do not know the procedure 
of making red ink entries whenever relief loco / trains are sent into the block section with clear details 
such as, departure time, mentioning the location (KM) at which the loco / BV is standing in the block 
section, details of coaches / wagons that are pulled out of the block section, signature of the LP or Guard 
in TSR about clearance of relief trains etc.,. Both of them should be sent for Refresher Course once again 
immediately to update their knowledge. 

11. The SPMRV/SC developed technical snag on run between VKB – ZB while proceeding to the site of 
accident. The rotary switch was not functioning and as a result of that the head light was on and off 
flickering. The LP of SPMRV could not operate the rotating switch properly which was set right by 
Technician who arrived by SPART/SC in no time. Division should ensure proper training / competency 
of LP and during mock drills physical movement of ART / MRVs should be permitted. 

12. The LP/SPMRV/SC who worked the train upto ZB stated in his cross examination statement that he 
attained the maximum speed of 105 KMPH. In this connection, it was noticed that running of SPART / 
SPMRV upto a speed of Maximum 105 KMPH sanctioned by CRS/SC Circle vide letter No. 
Q.15012/01/2010-SCC/96 dated 02.5.2012 was given as per JSC No. E/543/BG dated 17.02.2012 only 
upto VKB. However, between VKB – PRLI section, the maximum speed of SPMRV is only 90 KMPH 
against the maximum speed of other trains which is 100 KMPH. This information is also printed in the 
WTT No.72 which is in force. Every Loco Running Staff including Loco Inspectors shall sensitise the LPs. 

13. The LP/SPMRV/SC who worked the train from SC does not have LR in VKB – PRLI section which is a 
serious lapse. Division shall ensure that this kind of lapse is not repeated in future by giving LR to 
adequate number of LPs by proper planning. 

14. Whenever there is a case of suspected sabotage or tampering of track by outsiders, all Railway staff 
particularly Supervisory staff should be told to immediately take photographs and send the same to CSO 
& CSC through their cell phones or Whatsapp. Similarly, the message should be immediately sent to the 
Engineering Control and Security Control. Any delay in this regard will create doubt regarding 
disturbing the place and time of tampering. 

 

Suggestions & Recommendations – 57550 Passenger derailment 
1. It is suggested that the Division shall mention the contact telephone numbers of SCOR of all boards in 

the Division on the top of the Caution Order which should be used by the LP or ALP or Guard and 
inform about the accident / unusual that occurred in the block section. This practice exists in GNT 
Division Divisional Caution Order copy. Since the same was not available at present in the Division, the 
LP informed about the accident to the PCOR who in turn alerted Divisional Control. It is suggested to 
have firsthand information instead of via-media which may dilute the content of the message. 

2. It should be made mandatory for the Division to depute all the Controllers for Refresher Course at ZRTI / 
MLY in a phased manner.  

3. Divisions shall ensure that the remotely operated accident siren is kept fettle and the objective of 
providing the equipment is fulfilled. 

4. S&T Branch of the Division proposed for some facilities in the Relief Trains of the Division which may be 
considered for supply by the Headquarters. They are; 
 Different service providers 4G SIMs – 12 Nos. (@4 per ART). 



 Video management system with webcam facility – 4 Nos. (one per ART and one for Headquarters).  
 Tab with android application facility – 3 Nos. 
 Two mega pixel outdoor cameras – 6 Nos. 
 Smart phones – 8 Nos. (4 for SC, 2 for BPA and 2 for KZJ). 
 External cameras with USB and LAN ports – 2 Nos. 
 Power pack with charging adaptor (16400mah) – 30 Nos. 

5. Anti-sabotage / anti-theft fittings for SEJ – It is opined by the Enquiry Committee that there is a need to 
develop a design for SEJs to fix anti-theft / anti-sabotage equipment for prevention of outside 
interference. 

6. On the day of the accident, when SPMRV/SC was ordered to proceed to the site of accident, the doors of 
Medical Van could not be opened since the keys were not available with SM/SC which is in violation of 
Para 604.6.1 of Accident Manual. The Medical Staff entered into the Auxiliary Van of the formation and 
SPMRV was started. Subsequent to this, the SPMRV was stopped at Bharathnagar station where the doors 
of Medical Van were broke open to accommodate relevant Officials.  All Divisions to ensure that one set 
of keys of relief trains is with SM of the station as per Para 604.6.1 of Accident Manual. 

 

Matters Brought to Light – 07607 Holiday Special derailment 
1. Rear portion of the formation which is not damaged was pulled back to MUE station by sending multi 

engines without following the instructions laid down in Para 502.2 & 1210.1 of Accident Manual. The 
laid down instructions are not known the SM/SVN, SM/MUE, SCOR/HYB and CHC/HYB on shift duty. 
Also, the Divisional Officers did not guide them. 

2. Role of Divisional Control – Para 402 of Accident Manual clearly spell out the role and responsibility of 
Divisional Control during accidents and unusual incidents to inform the Central Control of 
Headquarters but this rule was violated by the CHC on shift duty and SCOR of the Division. They have 
also violated the instructions of Divisional DM Plan. 

3. CHC on shift duty of HYB Division did not undergo the Refresher Course in G&SR/AM/BWM at ZRTI / 
MLY from 2008.  

4. TSR entries of station SVN was checked and found that the SM do not know the procedure of making 
red ink entries whenever relief loco / trains (multi engines sent to clear the rear portion and later on 
ART/PAU was sent from MUE to tackle the derailed stock). Relief loco / trains are to be sent into the block 
section with clear details such as, departure time, mentioning the location (KM) at which the rear SLR is 
standing in the block section, details of coaches that are pulled out of the block section.  He should be 
sent for Refresher Course immediately to update his knowledge. 

5. Pro-ALPs LR training: Following shortfalls were noticed; 
a. From 15th April 2017 to 6th May 2017, only twice they have taken LR by travelling in freight train 

out of 18 trips they have undertaken. They did not take LR for 6 days out of 29 days. 
b. Monitoring of Pro. ALPs movement is not effective  except serving a  memo by the CCC/ADB to take 

LR between so and so stations and taking signature of LPs whenever they are travelling by loco 
mentioning the Train No., Loco No., date, from and to etc., 

c. They are found writing details in a book such as; station name, location of SM Office (whether on 
right hand side or left hand side), location of manned LC Gates (whether on left hand side or right 
hand side), KM of the station. 

d. After completion of LR by pro LP, CCC in-charge is satisfying himself on the relevant aspects before 
booking them independently with train service else extend the LR. 

6. Delay in movement of Crane Special/SC: Following shortfalls were noticed; 
a. As a thumb role, it is required to order 140T Crane from both ends of the accident location to tackle 

derailed locomotive, but this was realized lately by the Division. 
b. 140T Crane/SC was ordered at 21.35 hours i.e., after 1 hours 18 minutes. 
c. The 140T Crane left KCG at 02.00 am of 10th May 2017 i.e., after 5 hours 43 minutes from the time 



of ordering time (21.35 hours). 
d. The reason quoted for the delay was that Jib of the Crane was not leading which could have been 

done in SC Division itself near HSJ station where triangle exist and the Crane was coming from 
VKB direction and was passing SNF when the same was ordered instead of moving it towards 
STPD/KCG. This decision costed delay in reaching of Crane Special to the site of accident by 4 – 4 
½ hours and subsequent restoration. 

e. As per the statement of ADME-I/C&W/SC who accompanied the 140T Crane Special from SC, at 
22.35 hours, the Crane was still at SNF in SC Division and before coming to SC (at 23.20 hours), 
the jib leading position could have been done at HSJ location where triangle exist; instead it was 
moved to SC and further sent to KCG where the formation again came towards STPD / SC triangle 
location and finally started at 02.00am. 

7. When the accident occurred at station at 20.17 hours, the information to Control was given at 20.27 
hours i.e., after 10 minutes resulting 10 minutes wastage out of 60 minutes of ‘golden hour’ concept to 
reach the site of accident. Secondly, the HYB Division ordered ART & MRV/NZB at 20.28 hours and 
surprisingly first started ART/NZB at 21.05 hours instead of MRV/NZB. The MRV/NZB started from NZB 
at 21.20 hours after dispatching ART. 

8. LP of the derailed train informed PCOR of the Division (apart from informing SM/SVN) since the contact 
numbers of Section Controller are not made available to him.  

9. As per the SPM chart, it was noticed that the LP of the train did not notice / sight the obstruction timely 
as a result he did not apply emergency brake timely. The loco came to a stop within 07 seconds after 
travelling a distance of 34m after application of emergency brakes. 

10. ALP also failed to apply emergency brake immediately after noticing the obstruction on track after 
passing UP Home Signal of SVN.  

Suggestions & Recommendations – 07607 Holiday Special derailment 
1. It is suggested that the Division shall mention the contact telephone numbers of SCOR of all boards in 

the Division on the top of the Caution Order which should be used by the LP or ALP or Guard for 
informing about the accident / unusual that occurred in the block section. This practice exists in GNT 
Division’s Divisional Caution Order copy. Since the same was not available at present in the Division, 
the LP informed about the accident to the PCOR who in turn alerted Divisional Control. It is suggested 
that LP / ALP shall give firsthand information directly to SCOR instead of via-media which may dilute 
the content of the message. 

2. It should be made mandatory for the Division to depute all the Controllers for Refresher Course at ZRTI / 
MLY in a phased manner.  

3. Clear and detailed instructions need to be given by the Headquarters about the procedure and 
monitoring mechanism of LR given to all Running Staff. 

4. Divisions should counsel and sensitise all the Loco Running Staff to keep a sharp view on track and 
ready to apply emergency brakes immediately on noticing any type of obstruction on track. Also, 
necessary to conduct ambush checks at frequent intervals to create a sense of awareness among the Loco 
Running Staff.  

5. It is necessary for the Divisional Commercial (Claims) Branch to claim the third party insurance claim 
from the trespasser road-user who left the motor bike on the track that led to derailment. 

 
CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER 

SAFETY ORGANISATION 


